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Abstract

Previous work on ischaemia during the ST segment has shown that
the shape of the ischaemic region can significantly affect the epicar-
dial potential distribution at the surface of the heart. This numerical
study compares the results from the steady state simulations with a
more realistic transient model. The model consists of a slab of ven-
tricular tissue with an ischaemic region at the centre resting on a
blood bath. The transient bidomain equations were solved using a
finite volume method for the spatial discretisation and a semi-implicit
method for the time integration. Ischaemia is included by taking into
account three of the main physiological consequences which include
hyperkalaemia, acidosis and anoxia. Results are obtained for three dif-
ferent ischaemic region geometries (rectangular, cylindrical and semi-
ellipsoidal).
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1 Introduction

Depression of the ST segment in the electrocardiogram has long been recog-
nised as an indicator of subendocardial ischaemia [18]. The mechanisms
responsible for this behaviour, however, are still not fully understood [11].
A previous steady state study [2] has shown that ST potentials are signifi-
cantly affected by the geometry of ischaemic region. In the current paper,
the results from the steady state study will be compared to a more realistic
transient model.

Numerical computational models have gained in popularity in recent years
due to the advancement of computing technology [5, 4, 7, 10]. This is due to
numerical models being able to examine complex scenarios quickly and non-
invasively, unlike their experimental counterparts. These numerical studies
have consistently shown that for the case where the ischaemia extends all the
way to the epicardium (full thickness), elevation of electric potential occurs
over the ischaemic region. For the case where the ischaemia has not reached
the epicardium, the results start to vary. This is partially due to the lack
of experimental data for vital parameters, such as conductivity. As cardiac
tissue is anisotropic in nature, it is important to accurately measure the
conductivity for each of the major axes direction.

This study is interested in the electrical consequences of ischaemia during
the ST segment of the ECG. This is the phase of the cardiac cycle in which
the heart is completely depolarised and is in an isoelectric state. The presence
of an ischaemic region in the heart affects the electrical properties of cardiac
cells and causes the heart to no longer be isoelectric during this phase. This
effect can be measured by the extracellular potentials at the heart surface or
as a deflection of the ST segment on an ECG trace. The ischaemic region
itself is usually caused by a blockage or narrowing of one of the arteries which
supplies blood to the heart tissue. This causes a lack of oxygen and nutrients
in the cells and also a build up of waste, which affects the ionic processes
that govern the cells electrical properties.

One consistent aspect of numerical studies of ST segment deviation is
the use of a ‘rectangular’ shape to represent the ischaemic geometry. A
previous study into the shape of ischaemic regions [2] showed that ischaemic
geometry is important when modelling ischaemia during the ST segment.
This study used a steady state bidomain model to compare the extracellular
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epicardial potential distributions for three different ischaemic geometries. For
the rectangular and cylindrical geometry, it was found that a single depression
occurs over the ischaemic region when the thickness of the ischaemic region is
less than 30%. As the thickness is increased, the single depression separates
into 3 depressions, one over the ischaemic region and two over opposing lateral
borders. Once the ischaemic thickness reaches 70-75%, elevation appears on
the inside of the lateral borders. This elevation then quickly spreads to cover
the area over the ischaemic region as the thickness increases to full thickness.

The ellipsoidal ischaemic geometry displays similar qualitative behaviour
for low thicknesses. The results, however start to differ once the ischaemic
thickness increases above 30%. Instead of the single depression separating
into three depressions, only two depressions occur with the absence of the
central depression. As the thickness increases beyond 70%, elevation occurs
again over the the ischaemic region.

For the previous steady state study [2], the ischaemic region was con-
structed by forcing the transmembrane potential to be lower inside the is-
chaemic region than outside. The motivation for the current study is to
consider a more realistic transient situation and explore whether the epicar-
dial potential distributions are still affected by the ischaemic geometry in the
same way. This means that the transmembrane potentials need to be cal-
culated using a complex model which considers the different ionic processes
occurring within a cardiac cell. Ischaemia could then be induced by altering
the cell model to match experimental results.

2 Methods

2.1 Slab model

The numerical model used in this study is based on the slab model introduced
by Johnston et al. [5]. It describes a slab of ventricular tissue 1cm thick with
infinite length and width. This slab then sits on a mass of blood of infinite
length. As this study is numerical in nature, the dimensions of the slab
needed to be finite, so a length of 16cm in the x and y directions were used
and the blood thickness was set to 20cm. In the original slab model, the
ischaemic region was represented by a rectangular prism with a length and
width of 2cm and was situated at the centre of the endocardium. For this
study, two additional ischaemic geometries were considered. The first was
represented by a cylinder with a radius of 2cm and the second by the top
hemisphere of an oblate spheroid with a semi-major axis of 2cm. Figure 1
shows a diagram of the slab model with the different ischaemic geometries.
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Figure 1: Slab model used for solving the bidomain equations. (a) cross
section along z axis for rectangular ischaemic geometry. (b) cross section
along z axis for cylindrical and ellipsoidal ischaemic geometries. (c) cross
section along y axis for rectangular and cylindrical ischaemic geometries. (d)
cross section along y axis for ellipsoidal ischaemic geometry.

2.2 Governing equations

The bidomain equations [17] are widely used with studies involving cardiac
electrical activity. One representation of the bidomain equations has the
following form. In the cardiac tissue (0 ≤ z ≤ 1), the equations governing
the electric potential are

∇ · (Mi +Me)∇φe = −∇ ·Mi∇φm, (1)

∇ ·Mi∇φm +∇ ·Mi∇φe = β

[
Cm

∂φm
∂t

+ iion

]
. (2)

Equation (1) is known as the steady state bidomain equation and equation (2)
[13] describes the propagation of the transmembrane potential through the
tissue. Since the blood (z > 1) is a source free region, the electric potential
there is governed by Laplace’s equation,

∇2φb = 0, (3)
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where φm and φe are the transmembrane and extracellular potentials, Mi and
Me are the intracellular and extracellular conductivities of the tissue, φb is the
blood potential, Cm is the cell membrane capacitance and β is the cell surface
area to volume ratio. The iion term represents a collection of ionic processes
which occur within the cell and across the cell membrane. This term can
be altered to mimic the behaviour of different types of cells depending on
which part of the heart is of interest. The conductivity values used in this
study were based on values given by Clerc [3]: σle = 6.25 mS/cm, σte =
2.36 mS/cm, σse = 2.36 mS/cm, σli = 1.74 mS/cm, σti = 0.193 mS/m, σsi =
0.193 mS/cm. Linear fibre rotation was also included with a total rotation
of 120◦ from the endocardium to the epicardium (anti-clockwise direction).
This was incorporated into the model by modifying the conductivity tensors
as follows:

Mn =

(σln − σtn)c2 + σtn (σln − σtn)cs 0
(σln − σtn)cs (σln − σtn)s2 + σtn 0

0 0 σsn


where

c = cos(
2π

3
z), s = sin(

2π

3
z)

and n = i or e for the intracellular or extracellular space. σl, σt and σs

represent the conductivity along the fibres, across the fibres and through the
sheets respectively. Equations (1) and (2) form the steady state bidomain
equations and can be used to find the extracellular potentials if the trans-
membrane potential distribution is known in advance. Equation (3) is an
advection-diffusion equation which describes how the transmembrane poten-
tial distributions is affected by the ionic processes occurring at the cellular
level.

At the blood-air and tissue-air interface (ie. the outer surface of the
model), insulation conditions were assumed and at the tissue-blood interface,
continuity of extracellular current and potential were assumed, giving the set
of boundary conditions of the form:

n · ∇φ = 0 at the outer surface,

φe = φb, σte
∂φe
∂z

= σb
∂φb
∂z

at the tissue-blood interface.

where n is the unit vector perpendicular to the outer surface of the model.

2.3 Cell model

The electrical activity in the heart is mainly governed by the flow of ions be-
tween cells and across cell membranes. It is therefore important to carefully
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consider the effect of each ionic process on the transmembrane potential. In
cardiac cells, certain ions may move across the cell membrane through com-
plex protein structures known as channels (which permit one ions species
to passively diffuse through the membrane), exchangers (which are able to
move one ion species into the cell whist removing another) and pumps (which
actively move ions across the cell membrane using energy from intracellular
ATP). The net result of these transporters is an imbalance of charge between
the intracellular and extracellular spaces which results in the transmembrane
potential. It is important to note that these structures are not always active
and may close to stop the flow of ions. This usually occurs when the trans-
membrane potential reaches some threshold but can also be affected by the
concentration of certain ions within the cell. A computation cell model at-
tempts to describe these ionic processes as currents across the cell membrane.
Most of these currents are described in terms of ODE’s which attempt to re-
produce experimental results. The sum of all these processes makes up the
iion term in equation (3). For this study, a cell model based on ten Tusscher
et al. [16] was used, which considers the effect of 12 ionic currents and can
be decomposed as:

iion = iNa+iK1+ito+iKr+iKs+iCaL+iNaK+ibNa
+iNaCa+ibCa

+ipK+ipCa
+iStim,

where

iNa = fast sodium channel,

iK1 = inward rectifier potassium channel,

ito = transient outward channel,

iKr = rapid time dependent potassium channel,

iKs = slow time dependent potassium channel,

iCaL = L type calcium channel,

iNaK = sodium potassium pump,

ibNa
= sodium background channel,

iNaCa = sodium calcium exchanger,

ibCa
= calcium background channel,

ipK = potassium pump,

ipCa
= calcium pump.

The iStim is usually added to a cell model to simulate external stimulation
of a cell. For cells which are not being stimulated, this term is set to zero.
For a detailed explanation of each ionic process and the equations associated
with them, refer to [16, 15]. In order to more accurately reproduce ischaemic
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conditions, an additional ATP activated K+ current was added for this study
using the formulation described by Shaw and Rudy [14]:

IK,ATP = GK,ATP
1

1 +
(

[ATPi]
K0.5

)2 ( [K+
o ]

5.4

)0.24

(φm − Ek),

where GK,ATP is the maximum conductance for the current, [ATPi] is the
intracellular ATP concentration, [K+

o ] is the extracellular potassium con-
centration and Ek is the Nerst equilibrium potential for potassium. K0.5 is
a parameter which is given a value of 0.042 for heathly cells and 0.25 for
ischaemic cells [14].

Cardiac ischaemia occurs when tissue is deprived of oxygen and nutrients,
usually caused by a blockage or narrowing of the arteries which supply blood
to the cells. The effect of this at a cellular level is the closing of gap junctions,
reducing the flow of ions between cells, and disrupting the gates which control
the exchange of ions through the cell membrane. Another problem caused
by the lack of fresh blood is the build up of cellular waste, which also affects
ionic processes.

The resting potential for a healthy ventricular cell is approximately−85 mV.
Once activated the potential quickly rises to approximately 30 mV, then
plateaus for 250-300 ms, before falling back down to its resting potential.
The overall effect of ischaemia on the action potential is a higher resting
potential, lower plateau potential and a shorter plateau duration. The three
major experimentally observed consequences of ischaemia which were mod-
elled in this study were:

1. Hyperkalaemia - Elevated extracellular K+ concentration, caused by
the inability to remove cellular waste and responsible for an increase
in resting potential

2. Acidosis - Affects the fast sodium and L type calcium currents by re-
ducing the conductance of the respective ion channels, resulting in de-
creased upstroke velocity

3. Anoxia - Activates the ATP dependent K+ current, caused by a rise in
the extracellular pH levels, resulting in decreased AP duration

Hyperkalaemia was achieved by raising [K+
o ] from 5.4 mM to 12 mM. Acidosis

was achieved by reducing the conductivity of the fast sodium channel by 25%
and the conductivity of the L type calcium channel by 50%. Anoxia was
simulated by an increase of the K0.5 parameter as mentioned above. Figure
2 shows the transmembrane potential for a single cell using both healthy and
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ischaemic parameters. This plot was obtained by numerically solving the
equation

Cm
dφm
dt

= −iion (4)

with a stimulus applied at t = 10 ms for 2 ms.

Figure 2: Action potential for healthy (red) and ischaemic (blue) tissue for
a single cell. Vertical lines are added at t = 100, t = 130 and t = 160 which
correspond to the times used in figure 3

2.4 Solution procedure

The first step to solving the model was to spatially discretise the bidomain
equations using a finite volume method. This was carried out as described
by Johnston [6], which is based on a procedure by Penland [8]. The temporal
solution consisted of a three step loop:

1. Using the transmembrane potentials from the nth timestep (φnm), the
cell model equations were solved using a forward difference method to
give the ionic current for the next timestep

(
in+1
ion

)
.

2. Equations (1) and (2) were also solved using the transmembrane po-
tentials from the nth timestep to give the extracellular potentials for
the next timestep (φn+1

e ).

3. The extracellular potentials from step 2 (φn+1
e ) and ionic current from

step 1
(
in+1
ion

)
were substituted into equation (2) and the transmembrane

potentials were updated using a backward difference method, giving
(φn+1

m ).
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For the initial condition, all nodes were assumed to be in their resting state,
so were given a transmembrane potential of φ0

m = −85 mV for healthy nodes
and φ0

m = −65 mV for ischaemic nodes. All code was written in C++ using
the Petsc libraries in order to take advantage of the numerous parallel data
types available. SCIRun [1] was also used to visualise the data at chosen time
steps. The bidomain equations were solved using a time step of 0.1 ms. The
cell model however needed a smaller time step to maintain numerical stability
and so was updated every 0.01 ms. In order to achieve an accurate solution,
propagation simulations were run with an increasing number of nodes until
the wave speed converged. It was found that a node spacing of 0.5 mm was
enough to ensure a reasonably accurate wave speed. A β value of 1400 cm−1

[14] and a Cm value of 1µF [9] were used for all simulations.

3 Results

Results were only obtained using an ischaemic thickness of 50%. This was
because the results from the steady state study showed that at low and high
thicknesses, the ischaemic geometry had little effect on epicardial potential
distributions [5]. Electrical propagation was achieved by stimulating the
entire endocardium at t = 10 ms for 2 ms. The endocardium was defined as
the bottom 10% of tissue, where 0.9 ≤ z ≤ 1. This propagation wave then
travelled towards the epicardium at approximately 0.015 cm/ms. The time
taken for the wave to travel completely through the tissue was approximately
60 ms for each of the three ischaemic geometries modelled. Figure 3 shows
the epicardial potential distributions at three separate time points for each
ischaemic geometry.

For the rectangular ischaemic geometry, once the entire tissue was depo-
larised, there was a slight depression apparent over the ischaemic region. At
this point, the extra two depressions found in the steady state model were
hardly noticeable. There was also slight elevation found over the left and
right side of the ischaemic region. This behaviour, however did not remain
for long. Once the transmembrane potentials began to stabilise at the epi-
cardium, the elevation quickly disappeared and the two missing depressions
began to form. At t = 130 ms, the three depressions became quite distinct
and at t = 160 ms, the results were looking qualitatively very similar to what
was found in the steady state model.

The cylindrical model behaved quite similarly to its rectangular coun-
terpart, which was expected. There was, however, one noticeable difference
between the two. The potentials at the central depression in the cylindrical
model were higher than that of the rectangular model, which meant that
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Figure 3: Extracellular epicardial potential distributions, φe(x, y, 0, t) for
the rectangular (top row) cylindrical (middle row) and ellipsoidal (bottom
row) ischaemic geometries. The columns from left to right correspond to
t = 100 ms, t = 130 ms and t = 160 ms. Black lines are positive potentials
and white are negative potentials. The contour interval for all plots is 0.2 mV

the depression was not as distinct. This also differed from the steady state
results, where the potentials in the central depression for both models were
quite similar.

The ellipsoidal model showed some interesting behaviour early into the
ST segment. From approximately 70-100 ms, the results looked very simi-
lar to the two previous models, with a depression starting to form over the
centre of the ischaemic region. The central depression then disappeared at
approximately 110 ms along with the surrounding elevation and the epicar-
dial potential distributions then started to form the familiar two depression
pattern. The two depressions continued to deepen and once the time reached
160 ms, the results were again very similar to the steady state model.
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4 Conclusion

The results presented in this study clearly show that extracellular epicardial
potential distributions are indeed affected by ischaemic geometry. Although
there were similarities in the potentials for all models early in the ST segment,
once the transmembrane potentials at the epicardium started to settle, the
results quickly changed and began to look like the results from the previous
steady state study. There were, however, some elements which were not
looked at in this study that could impact on the results. Further studies are
needed to simulate the effect of conductivity changes during ischaemia, and
also to look at more realistic heart models. Another simplification in this
study was that the entire endocardium was depolarised simultaneously. A
more realistic approach would be to simulate the addition of purkinje fibres,
which carry the stimulus current throughout the endocardium [12].
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